Collective WE Need US All to Learn and Share - 2021 - To Awaken More Sleeping Lions and Sheeple
All our lives depend on it being educated this year in 2021 to stand up for our Rights & Freedoms!
Summary of 2 documents - of 5 documents attached: links and resources from experts
P1- Prevent Virus Vaccines Testing Mask…etc - Covid UN Lockdown Agenda
The A to Z on virus, natural preventative care vs vaccines, lockdowns and Global agenda
P2 - UN FED CIA Covid ID2020 and CCP Partners Virus Playbook
The A to Z sample on who were behind the manmade virus pandemic and Global partners
………..
P3. UN WEF IMF Cov-ID Great Reset Debt Control Economy
P4. FED Treasury (IMF) Blackrock - Canada out of Control
P5. Voting Machines to Elect Global ‘progressive’ Governments

Introduction:
We all must awaken those people who don't get the real news - or know what’s really going on with this 'virus'
threat, vaccines, crashed economy and millions of jobs lost and counting through further Lock Downs of the
economy (Great Reset) and people’s freedom and rights are being crushed under a well planned out plandemic
in advance. Its been many years in the making and the evidence and time-lines are shown throughout the
documents I've put together as a great resource tool to educate one's self or others who are still asleep to this
agenda 21-30 plandemic.
...Absolute treasonous crimes are being committed against humanity right now, every day of the week under
the Covid lockdown agenda of 'The New Norm.' Each month that goes by is a ticking-time bomb - that will end
to our way of life, work, jobs and freedoms....
Most people I know do understand much of what’s going on - but understandably many people of the
population just don't see the whole picture of this 'virus plandemic' or the multi-layers of the Covid-19: The
Great Reset agenda 2021-30 they are throwing at us. Because mainstream news MSM controls the medium and
the message and the narrative propaganda lies that they repeat each day...
There are so many parts to this Global covid agenda but most people are only focused on the virus and the treat
of it told by all their MSM news, governments and health officials who keep driving the fear of this virus and
lockdowns and all based on the faulty PCR covid test cases (false-positives ct cycles set to high) ....yet, there are
few actual covid recorded deaths and most are pre-existing conditions so there is no pandemic at under 3%
deaths. And now the CDC reports on record that the 2020 Flu season cases have dropped down to 97%
cases... Wow, it seems that Covid has cured the yearly common Flu?
This Covid virus (Sars-CornaVirus-2) is a manmade bio-lab Virus that has crashed the markets and economy
in the world all under a fake pandemic emergency. To see March 2020 when all sectors of government, health
and corporation partnerships instantly became all "Lock Step" together with the covid-19 agenda; which the
World Economic Forum coined 'The Covid-19: The Great Reset' for new world governance, economy, control
of people, population management and resources.
The Great Reset is a Corporate Communism takeover of our nations | The Great Reset 2021
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Learning about the polices of UN Agenda 21 since the mid 90's; its policies on sustainable management of the
environment and resources but then later learning about their real hidden agenda which actually is the
sustainable management of people, depopulations and under UN central control over sovereign nations and its
economies.
The March 2020 Covid-19: The Great Reset is just the next activation level of their continual Globalist UN
Agenda 2021-30 plandemic towards their 2030 grand plan.
Knowing this ... I couldn't just sit here and not say something or do something. I needed to educate myself more
on the virus and vaccines from real experts on these matters; top experts not the agenda MSM news and
government and health spokes persons who are all in Lock Step with the agenda.
I am so grateful to the experts, intel reporters and people who are standing up and speaking out about this
plandemic - with truth and real evidence and expert knowledge...They are the Collective WE wisdom who are
educating us about all the facts around this manmade bio-weapon virus, vaccination program and Covid Reset
plandemic agenda.
I was compelled to 'do my part' and collect as much important research and resources that could cover most of
the A-Z on these matters behind the virus, preventive health care, Covid vaccines and the virus in the vaccine
stuff. The lockdown & mask and Global Reset agenda.
Then in the P2 document - who started this madness on humanity; Zionist CIA & CCP partners, Canada's part
in the UN Covid agenda, And connections with the CCP and Soros control in Canada: a fallen 'post nation' state.
These research documents I hope will be helpful to everyone and can be shared with others, family, friends,
associations, reporters and intel awaken folk who can further awaken other sleeping lions and sheeple.
These collected resources of WE will educate anyone with much better critical thinking and wisdom on these
critical matters - and abling them to talk or share with others; as well as to their doctor, lawyer, local government
representative who need to be informed or put on notice and held accountable for their actions against our
communities - if they continue going forward with their Global Covid vaccine ID and Economic Reset (Debt
Reset Program).
I prepared 5 documents listed below - index with sub categories - followed by a Summary: of each of the first 2
documents P1 and P2; categories and 'Headlines,' contents or important points of interest.

Summary: Document
P1- Prevent Virus Vaccines Testing Mask…etc - Covid UN Lockdown Agenda
Introduction: Virus immunity Bio-weapon virus’s and vaccines
Corona -Virus's have been around since the beginning of humanity that help build stronger immunity from
sickness and virus's for the greater part of the populations. But the present Covid-19 Virus they call it is actually a
manmade bio-weapon lab creation called SARS-CoronaVirus-2.
Many experts have now spoken out and proven like SARS-1 that was created in a bio-lab, SARS-2 + HIV RNA
genomes proteins have been spliced onto a CoronaVirus creating a new retro-virus. Meaning they have created a
new animal-human 'gain of function' dirty RNA retro-virus and unleashed it onto the world (key places).
Re: Professor Delores Cahill: Why People will start dying a few months after first MRNA Vaccination!
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The Globalist create the Problem, Reaction, Solution and they have us by the tail and now they want to give us
the world populations their mRNA animal - aborted fetal tissue nano vaccines. This is complete madness.
Vaccines are not safe or have they ever or will they ever be safe...Vaccines are actually the problem that create
most of our modern the virus's, sickness, cancers, harming children and death from their different manmade lab
vaccines.
Its been proven now that the Spanish Flu of 1917-19, 100 years ago that killed 50-60 million people was the cause
of the Rockefeller vaccines given to people as will be pointed out. HIV, EBOLA, H1N1, SARS, MERS and SARS2 were all created in P3-4 bio-weapon labs.
The right way of 'vaccination' is what was used before the mid 1980's where people would get therapeutic
antibody shots for different virus's or infections. Therapeutic antibodies extracted (modern-extracting method
from plasma blood of a healthy person who has gained the antibodies. Therapeutic shots for vaccinations. Not
vaccines made by Big$ Pharma.
This is the way flu shots should be done VS Pharma crony science and harmful 'vaccines' that by-passed being
tested on animals first and just rushed out in 8-10 months with no real test or proper studies or will they get
important long term data over 3-5 yrs. on the effects of the vaccines The populations are being fast-tracked and
used as guinea pigs...but its worse than that!
Their vaccines will never build immunity in a person as they falsely claim their new covid vaccines with create
'herd immunity' if 70% of the people get their shots - this is complete nonsense. Crony science - scrapping a 100
years of known real ‘herd immunity’ science!
Their vaccines with metals, plastics, animal tissues and fetal tissue when shot into the arm by-passes
the immune system and goes into your blood stream and directly to your vital organs and no place for the body
to detox from the manmade poisons that are in their vaccines. Madness!
If you what to see predictive programing for a future pandemic event this should say it all.
The Globalist plan well in advance:
The 2012 London Summer Olympic Games: Opening entertainment ‘virus health pandemic’ show
This SARS-2 CoronaVirus has killed no more than 3% of the world population in 2020.
The yearly flu's virus(s) kill about 2% of the world population. To call it a world pandemic you need 7% death
rate....so there is no world pandemic.
Preventative
Its important people know that 97+% of the population should not be worried of dying from this manmade
virus…but its important to stay healthy and build one's immune system - Gut that controls the brain which the
brain controls everything.
Build up one's immune system with the right gut flora and nutrient, vitamins, fatty acids that will allow you to
fight off any flu, virus, illness or from their manmade covid virus's or vaccines.
The first section shares important references and links for preventative health care steps to build healthy
immunity to fight off their SARS-covid-20 virus or their second wave of virus cases that come because those who
took the new covid vaccine will be the new covid cases and deaths?
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P1. Prevent Virus Vaccines Testing Masks Covid UN Lockdown Agenda
1. Understanding the Common Causes of Pneumonia
- Immunobiology: The Immune System in Health and Disease
- Principles of innate and adaptive immunity
- Nutrients Have an Integral Role in Immune Function
2. Virus Preventative Health Care and Immune building treatments
- Gut Microbiome Bacteria and the Mind Control
- Food for thought: How your belly controls your brain
- Omega-3 Fatty Acids: An Essential Contribution to Health
- Steps to active proper pH balance in body
- Food and Deep breathing to alkalize the body
- Daily: Vitamin D, Zinc, Magnesium, Vitamin C, Quercetin, Ionic Silver
- Preventative: Chloroquine, Artemisia, Andrographis Paniculata
- Medical treatment: Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin
- Preventative Sinus nasal rinse, ears and throat treatments
3. Doctors, scientists, experts, lawyers against lockdown and vaccine human rights & freedoms
- ER Doctors Reveal Disturbing COVID Truths Media Won’t Tell You
- Why Nurses and Healthcare Workers Across U.S. Refusing Mandatory Flu Vaccines
- Doctors, scientist, Noble prize experts give evidence against the new covid vaccines
- Lawyers, doctors and concerned citizens against Mandatory Vaccination
- Great Barrington Declaration – by infectious disease epidemiologists & public health scientists
- There is a complete news censorship against the best virus experts in the world
- Hydroxychloroquine that was once approved by Dr. Fauci is now demonized and censored
- Message to Canadians concerned about Government overreach - Vaccine choice Canada
- The Nuremberg Code is a set of research ethics and principles for human experimentation
- The speech was written by the nurse’s union in Edmonton - lockdowns & no hospital emergence
- Compensation for Injuries Caused by COVID-19 Vaccinations
4. PCR testing flaws, (35-40 ct) false positive cases for Covid-19
- K. Mullis: PCR Test Inventor calls out Dr Fauci - PCR tests can't detect infectious free viruses at all
- PCR was invented to enlarge small bits of genetic material and amplify CT’s enough to see under a
microscope. PCR just helps scientists observe small things in greater quantity.
- PCR testing should not amplify over 25 Cycles Threshold (CT)...not the present 35-40 CT's test
- Over 25 CT are false-positive test cases if one does not have symptoms of a flu or covid-19
- COVID-19, scientists found a string of genetic material - 80% similarities with SARS-COVID -2
- Portuguese Court Rules PCR Tests as Unreliable & Unlawful to Quarantine People
- 10 Things You Should Know About COVID Testing, false-positive counted as Positive covid cases
- Many people with different health issues & pre-existing conditions will test positive who are not
- Government, health officials and MSM news are using false test results or inflated covid cases
- The whole health 'lock down' agenda is based of false covid cases and very few % of deaths.
- The Truth About PCR Tests
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5. Nasopharyngeal (Long) Swabs - for Virus RNA extraction
- The pharynx - part of the throat behind the mouth & nasal cavity, above oesophagus & trachea
- Nasopharyngeal (Long) Swabs Purpose: Virus RNA extraction, & purification for RT-PCR analysis
- Vaccinations through nasal test swabs to target the Brain with tiny machines that deliver medicine
- Thousands of theragrippers (hydrogel nanoparticles) can be deployed in the GI tract
- when the paraffin wax coating on the grippers reaches the temperature inside the body
- Nano-emulsion based intranasal drug delivery system of saquinavir mesylate for brain targeting
- People are 'vaccinated' by the covid-19 "test" designed more to deposit than collect material.
- HydroGel nanoparticles & nano composite for nasal drug/vaccine delivery
6. Lumping different virus’s in one # to artificially - inflate Covid-19 numbers.
& Lumping pre-existing conditions and unrelated deaths
- CDC lumping Pneumonia, Flu, SRD & Covid - all in one artificially inflated Covid-19 numbers.
- Hospital patients they claim has CV-9 get $13k if you put patient on ventilator goes up to $39k
- Unrelated deaths of Covid-19, about 30% are being counted as covid-19 total counts
- Ontario death count includes people who didn't die of COVID-19, but exactly how many unknown
- Quebec's Covid death counts include those who did not die from it
- In unprecedented move CDC stops tracking Influenza for 2020-21 Flu Season
- San Diego County call for an audit of COVID-19 data after only - 36 flu cases reported this year
7. Masks and Social Distancing is Unhealthy and Controlling Freedoms
- Causing everyone, children & Elderly to give up their rights to breathe fresh air is absolutely insane
- Extended face mask-wearing is harmful to human health & virus's penetrate porous masks
- Dr. Atlas & Dr. Buttar and the Efficacy of Lockdowns, Social Distancing, and Closings
- Censored: Review of Science relevant to COVID-19 Social Policy & why Face Masks don’t work
- CDC study finds vast majority 85% of those infected with COVID-19 ‘Always’ Wore Masks
- Dissenting scientists issue Covid-19 (proper) herd immunity declaration
- Universal mask mandates: Science, Politics, Health & Liability concerns
- Doctor explains the FLAWS with masks, lockdowns for COVID-19
- Rand Paul (R-KY) weighs in on mask mandate "Masks are about Submission"
- One pissed off doctor: Masks are killing you – Take them off now
8. Lockdowns on freedoms to create economic bankruptcy
- Ontario: Corona Virus (Covid-19) Quarantine Laws - Civil Liberty Issues
- COVID-19: Can they do that? Part I: Ontario’s Emergency Management & Civil Protection Act
- Focus and Fear (Covid-19): Why has Canada been forced into lockdown?
- Ontario’s new COVID-19 bill (195) is an assault on our rights
- Emergency orders may only be made during an emergency. What conditions constitute a state of
emergency are high - defined under the Emergency Measures and Civil Protection Act (EMPCA)
- If the Ontario government is now (July) in the province is no longer in a state of emergency, why are
the orders that were issued under the emergency continuing under Bill 195?
- Bill 195 Act - on July 7 2020 - was to end the state of emergency, which declared on March 17. But it
would simultaneously continue a number of existing emergency orders.
- These orders no longer need renewed every 14 days, could remain in place up until June 2022.
- A state of emergency also requires the government’s normally available resources (including
legislation) may not be reliable or may be insufficient. The cabinet has the power to make a wide
range of orders, and can even override and re-write certain legislation on a temporary basis
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- Constitutional experts are concerned - has described the legislation as a “power grab.”
- Proposed legislation, restrictions on size of gatherings, or orders that keep businesses closed &
override collective agreements for redeployment of workers, are all extended & can even be amended.
- Orders allowing the sharing of personal health information and which allow for police to demand
identification (carding) are also extended, but cannot be amended.
- COVID-19 pandemic no longer constitutes an emergency — at least as that word is defined in the
EMPCA — it becomes harder to justify orders that directly conflict with constitutional right(s)
- Doug Ford gov't won't deny COVID-19 quarantine camps are coming to Ontario
- Apple and Google contact tracing is a dystopian nightmare
- Subjected to 1956 Biderman report - communist coercive methods for eliciting
individual compliance.
- WHO official urges world leaders to stop using lockdowns as primary virus control method
- COVID-19 lockdowns are in lockstep with the UN ‘Great Reset’ The Great Wealth Transfer
- Thousands of scientists urge end to 'devastating' lockdowns effects on public health
- Great Barrington Declaration - signed by: citizens: 700 k - health/science: 13k – medical: 39k
- BC Loses its Democracy to - Bill-19 Pandemic Measures
- The BC government has been cited by the Ombudsperson’s office for issuing unlawful orders during
the pandemic lockdown, & is currently ruling by executive order while the Legislature sits mostly idle
- What most British Columbians don’t know—because the mainstream media has failed to report on it
—is that the passage of Bill-19 has created an indefinite “state of emergency,” with sweeping powers
that are beyond legislative vote or parliamentary debate
- Bill-19, the COVID-19 Related Measures Act, is an addendum to the Emergency Program Act,
the latter designed to facilitate faster responses to emergencies such as floods, environmental
disasters and wildfires
- The EPA previously required government to abide by a “sunset clause” which limited the state
of emergency to 14 days...(Sunset clauses are designed to... limit the capacity of governments
to abuse emergency powers.)
- Bill-19 now extends that time frame to one year, with the possibility of the Premier and Cabinet
extending the period indefinitely beyond that.
- With the passage of Bill-19, - two specific orders issued under lockdown that went beyond the powers
of government. “Orders M098 and M139 are contrary to law because they are not authorized by the
governing legislation, the Emergency Program Act,”
- Order M098 “allows tribunals & other statutory decision makers to waive mandatory timelines.
- The order also suspends all mandatory limitation periods & time limits related to civil and family
actions in the British Columbia Provincial Court, Supreme Court and Court of Appeal,”
leaving one to question how this will affect citizens’ pursuit of justice during and after lockdown.
- NYC mayor will send police to “Home or Hotel” of every traveler from UK
- WHO changes definition of “Herd Immunity” to eliminate Pre-COVID consensus
- South Africa Chief Justice Mogoeng is questioning the COVID19 & vaccines
- Canada: COVID-19: Emergency Measures Tracker
- NYS BillA416 Granting Governor authority to ‘Detain’ NYS for being “A Danger to Public Health”
- Great Reset is corporate communism, and it's coming to America [ applies to Canada even more]
Coronavirus has handed the far left crowd a golden ticket for government takeover. Corporations will
become the world’s policy guides. Corporate elites will take over where governments now serve.
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9. Virus’s Vs Bio-weapon 'gain of function' virus’s and vaccines
- Dr. Fuaci part to exterminate your family by transfection - helped build 'gain of function SARSCoV-2
- Constructing an 'infectious clone' [mRNA genome protein-AIDS RV] of acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome-association 'retrovirus' [RNA animal & DNA human fetal tissue called 'gain of function')
- Anthony Patch on Coronavirus, Deadly Vaccines & 3rd Strand DNA!
- Perspectives on the Pandemic | Judy Mikovits & Robert Kennedy Jr. - Plague of Corruption
- French Nobel prize winner: ‘Covid-19 made in lab’ “molecular biologists have inserted DNA
sequences from HIV into a coronavirus"
- The pandemic will naturally extinguish itself because of its synthetic origins
10. Pharmaceutics Vaccines are harmful and Crony Science
- Shot in the Dark - COVID Vaccines: Protection or Biohazard? serious adverse vaccine reactions
- Coronavirus War Room - with Dr. Judy Mikovits) by Dr. Paul Cottrell
- Dr Judy Mikovits explains why 50 million Americans may die this fall - about 17% of population
- Plandemic 2: indoctrination - Part 2: The Global 'Lock Step' scenario
- Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., delivered most powerful speech ever made on critical vaccine findings
- Kennedy explains - fetal tissue has been rendered carcinogenic - means that it can cause cancer.
- Dr. Anthony Fauci - huge champion of gain of function organisms - moved operations to Wuhan
- Dr Shallenberger MD, HMD -COVID vaccines are mRNA vaccines. mRNA vaccines are a
completely new type of vaccine. No mRNA vaccine [or for corona] has ever been licensed
for human use before
- Judge Anna Von Reitz - Yes, the Vaccine Contains Fragments of HIV and More
- Covid vaccine List - Vaccines with aborted fetal tissue and those without
With: Moderna & NIAID, Johnson & Johnson/Janssen Tech., J & J/Emergent Biosolutions
Lindsley F. Kimball Research Inst, NY Blood, Ctr & Beijing Inst Microbiology & Epidemiology,
CanSino Biologics - China, Pfizer & Merck: The University of Oxford , AstraZeneca AZD1222
University of Pittsburgh, Massachusetts Eye and Ear, Regeneron. Inovio Pharmaceuticals,
Altimmune. Vaxart VXA-CoV2-1
- Ceo of Biotech firm confirms mRNA vaccine(s) dangerous bioweapon
- AstraZeneca/University of Oxford’s; Moderna’s messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccine; and
Pfizer/BioNTech’s nucleoside modified mRNA (messengerRNA) vaccine
- Vaccine whistleblower: New vaccine causes sterility (w/HCG) in 97% of woman
- COVID-19 Vaccines: Important Points Anti-fertility vaccines
- Two doctors & ex-head of Pfizer’s respiratory research, warn that Covid-19 vaccines contain a spike
protein called syncytin-1, vital for the formation of the placenta.15 If the vaccine triggers an immune
response to this protein, then female infertility, miscarriage or birth defects could result.
- Covid-19 vaccine manufacturers will be protected from all liability - even though all previous
attempts at creating coronavirus vaccines caused harm and never advanced to regulatory approval
- Dr. Fauci of NIH acknowledges - vaccines may prevent symptoms but will not block spread of the
virus, so vaccine recipients will still need to wear masks, practice social distancing & avoid crowds.
- German lawyer R. Fuellmich - Class-Action Lawsuit against Perpetrators of Pandemic Hoax
- Expert Dr. J. Lyons-Weiler - Condemns the politicization of Health actions & lockdown economy
- Pathogenic priming- spike proteins that are in the virus – and you what to inject people with these
same proteins....without studies? And Skip over animal trials: 21% adverse effects from Moderna;
Pfizer, AstraZeneca vaccines
- These makers are for profit medical industry. Liability has to come back into the vaccine industry
- How do we get herd immunity from vaccines…..this is upside down real science?
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11. Pharmaceutics Vaccines are harmful and full eugenics
- No coronavirus vaccine has ever been approved because of serious adverse effects, including death
to test animals, due to pathogenic priming; COVID-19 vaccines are not designed to prevent
infection or transmission; and Bypassing proper safety protocols means COVID-19 vaccination
is effectively human experimentation.
- Warning to US Intelligence. Illicit Israeli war against US through Mossad shills in CIA
- The Vaccine Experiment on U.S. Soldiers caused “Spanish Flu” of 1917-19: 50-100 million people
- SARS-CoV-19 a resurrected, SARS-camouflaged, GOF HIV airborne, 100-Anniversary deadliest
H1N1 Spanish Flu Pandemics of 2019-2020
- Man behind the SARS-2 (Covid-19) pandemic - same as behind the Blue Plague in the Mexican Gulf.
- Radical drops in population projected in G7 countries by 2025 Vs Bric Nations
- Projected US population forecast to 65million in 2025 - Globalists' Depopulation "Hit List"
- There was no autism in Vietnam before Bill Gates brought his vaccines | Dr Anthony Phan, MD
- "This Will Affect Everyone" - Robert Kennedy Jr.
- FunVax Lecture at DOD of the Pentagon scientist describes a plan to alter the "God Gene" VMAT2
in the Middle Easter Population...the design allows the virus to infect the respiratory track where
cytolytic infection occurs and then subsequent diffusion across the blood barrier to infect brain cells.
- The dispersal of the brain-modifying 'viral vaccine' was tested in six different ways: high altitude
release, water supply release, insect transmission, diffusion by a ground level object such as a car,
diffusion from stationary object such as a bottle, and infection of food supply such as cattle or produce.
- Abortion-tainted mandatory COVID vaccine is the beginning of "Apocalypse": Bishop Schneider
- Vaccines with aborted human fetal tissue (MRC-5)
- Cardinal Burke: Forces of the 'Great Reset' have used COVID to advance 'evil agenda'
- US suppresses Information about manmade bird-flu: H1N1
- Are New Vaccines laced with Birth-Control hCG & Anti-hCG Antibodies. drugs
- Defence One: A Military-Funded Biosensor Could Be the Future of Pandemic Detection
- Dr. Madej warns against Darpa HydroGel in Covid vaccines - AI to control humans/health
- Dr. Madej - Human 2.0 new vaccines, focus on Moderna, HydroGel, Illuminate ID code
- Dr. Madej with Dr. Kaufman on vaccine, hydrogel, and secret government programs
- The Gates of Hell & Luciferase vaccines
- "Things won’t get back to normal until we have gotten a vaccine out to the entire world” - Bill Gates
- Warning: Not just vaccines - covid-19 sci-fi experiment / Dr. Madej & Dr. Tenpenny discuss
Altering human DNA genetics through vaccination from most flu strains, all at once, one single shot
- COVID-19 Vaccine Bombshell: FDA Document reveal death + 21 serious adverse outcomes
- Never been an authorized mRNA vaccine before average time development vaccine - ten+ years
- Dr. Francis Boyle Darpa's Biowarfare Weapon Vaccine Will Kill People
- Dr. Northrup - ‘high dose’ flu shots given to Italian elderly prior to the covid outbreak
- What if mRNA could be a drug? | Stephane Bancel founding CEO of Moderna
- Anaphylaxis in UK COVID-19 Vaccination - Health Impact Events 3,150 from 112,807 vaccinated
- CDC: more than 5,000 COVID-19 vaccine recipients - reportedly suffered "health impact event"
- See the side effects of: Moderna and Pfizer-BioNTech) - Seven vaccine recipients developed Bell's
palsy within hours or days receiving Pfizer or Moderna vaccine.
- Canada’s support for Big Pharma hindering international pandemic response
- 5G connected to AI and Transhumanism involves the integration of 5G into our very being
- The real agenda behind our technologies and eugenics - integrate smart chip low-frequency weapons
technology with biological processes
- Robert Kennedy Jr. Destroys Big Pharma, Fauci & Pro-Vaccine Movement
- Dr. Northrup Discusses “Worst Case Scenarios” with New COVID Vaccine Dangers
- COVID Vaccines “Biological Weapons of Mass Destruction” Wyoming Medical Doctor of State
Public Health Department
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- Dr. Mikovits & Dr. Tenpenny: A new COVID vaccine could kill 50 Million people in the U.S.
- Ex Merck rep Brandy Vaughan (of Learn the Risks of vaccines was killed Dec 6 2020
- Pharmaceutical drugs & vaccines contain multiple synthetic chemicals that should NEVER be put
into the body. The US healthcare system is the leading cause of death
- How can vaccinating you, save me? Microbiologist pushes back against COVID vaccine
requirements
- Suspicions grow that nanoparticles in Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine trigger rare allergic reactions
-Health workers balk at vaccine; 40% of staff at one Chicago hospital refuse to
take. Who wants to be a Guinea Pig?
- Doctors for Truth: Tens of thousands medical professionals suing - calling end to COVID tyranny
- Corona panic is a scam - a swindle. High time we understood we’re in the midst of a global crime.
- REAL doctors and medical professionals who have all now figured out that COVID is nothing worth
shutting down society over and implementing a New World Order
- Two vaccines with mRNA wrapped in lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) that help carry it to human cells
- Researchers warns some Covid-19 Vaccines could increase risk of HIV infection adenovirus type-5
- Archbishop Vigano COVID-19 is being used by ‘Certain Forces’ to advance their ‘Evil Agenda'
- Hundreds of Israelis get infected with Covid-19 after receiving Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine
- CDC: 2.3% of Americans receiving COVID vaccine had 'Health Impact Event' 215,362 people received vaccine,
of them, 5,052 developed adverse effects.
- Professor D. Cahill: Why people will start dying a few months after first mRNA vaccinations
- Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, Remdesevir, and more: The evidence on proposed COVID-19
treatments
- Revelations 13:15 The beast image could speak & cause all who refused to worship it to be killed.
16 required all people small and great, rich & poor, free & slave, to receive a mark on their right
hand or on their forehead,
17 so that no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark - name of beast or number of its name.
18 Here is a call for wisdom: Let the one who has insight calculate the number of the beast, for it is
the number of a man, and that number is 666.…
- Revelations 14: 9 “If anyone worships the beast and its image, & receives its mark on his forehead or
on his hand,
10 he too will drink the wine of God’s anger, poured undiluted into the cup of His wrath. And he
will be tormented in fire and sulfur in the presence of the holy angels and of the Lamb.
11 And the smoke of their torment rises forever and ever. Day and night there is no rest for those
who worship the beast and its image, or for anyone who receives the mark of its name.”
12 Here is a call: for the perseverance of the saints who keep the commandments of God and the
faith of Yesus.

Summary: 1st Document

P2 - UN FED CIA Covid ID2020 and CCP Partners Virus Playbook
Introduction: Where did it all Start - History lessons for the West and China
- China's Virus UN Global World Revolution: Zionist elite end game Communist Manifesto
- China's paper tiger RMB economy with its Hong Kong Dollar pegged to the US dollar for trade.
- Western elite Globalist NAFTA deal gave USA's wealth, Industry, IP secrets to the CCP Government.
- Start back when the Globalist got Nixon to completely un-peg the US Dollar from the Gold standard
- The Bush (CIA-FED), UN Globalist government, followed by Globalist Clinton – with NAFTA
- 17 century Bank of England 'East India Company' aka Venetian bankers created opium wars in China
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- Switzerland is the headquarters for UN, BIS, WTO, WEF, WHO and the CIA world central control
- Do you want live in a Sovereign Nation with freedoms and Rule of Law or under UN global control?
- Donald Trump has been calling out unfair NAFTA deal, corrupt CCP & their paper tiger for 30 years
- Wall St. & Globalist MEGA Group (Zionist Jewish congress) & CCP... Vs the MAGA 'America First'
- Do you understand whats behind Agenda 21 now called Agenda 30, nine years from present 2021?
- Covid-19 happened 19 years after 9/11 (19 year cycle of the moon) Zionist Talmud moon calendar)
- Covid-19: The Great Reset (Debt Reset Program) UN/WEF central control
- Covid-19 = 'certificate of vaccination ID': identification - ID2020 control, vax passport & lockdowns
1. Understanding Agenda 21 – 30: Rockefeller Eugenics Virus's and Vaccine ID Agenda
- Anniversary of 1918-19 Rockefeller Eugenics program & vaccine caused the Spanish Flu outbreak
- Dr. Anthony Fauci: Globalist snake oil salesman - working with Wellcome Trust & Pirbright Institute
- Dr. Francis Boyle: 'Bioweapon' mRNA Vaccines Violate Nuremburg Ruling Against Nazi Cruelty
- Dr. Martin: C0VlD is product of man-made manipulation by DARPA, the NIH and Chinese Labs.
- Americans MUST remember this is a manmade Virus, Dr. Fauci, Wuhan lab, CIA by WHO & UN
- 5G Whistleblower: Coronavirus test spreading virus
- 2010 Rockefeller Foundation: Lock Step & Lock Down Agenda - public-private 'Lock Step' to
tighter top down government control & more authoritarian leadership
- 2010 "Decade of Vaccines" Action Plan funded by Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation with John
Hopkins Center for Health - The Global Vaccine Action Plan (GVAP) was endorsed by the 194
Member States of the World Health Assembly in May 2012
- The Decade of Vaccine Economics 2010 (Dove) - Immunization Economics - Bloomberg School
of Public Health - at Johns Hopkins-COH
- Bill Gates - "Population Reduction" at TED 2010 talking about using vaccinations, health care and
abortion to control carbon emissions and bring us to zero output.
- 2012 London Olympic Games - honoring NIH - 'virus' pandemic health crisis' event show
- Sustainable Population Management Agenda 21/30 - Covid Health Crisis
- Oct 18 2019 - Event 201 'Pandemic Simulation' held in NYC - sponsored by Johns Hopkins-COH,
Gates Foundation, WEF, pharmaceutical firms & the CDC of the US and – of China.
- One of the objectives of Event 201 was a computer simulation of a corona virus pandemic.
The simulated virus was called SARS-2-nCoV, or later 2019-nCoV
- Agenda ID2020, a Bill Gates creation, fully integrated into the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
2. Covid-19: The Great Reset Program pandemic/Plandemic
- Dr. Lorraine Day warns people of what’s coming -injections, patenting of human beings, genocide
- Agenda 2021 - Agenda 2030 & 2050 – plan to depopulate 95% of the world population by 2030
- Rockefeller Foundation paper published in 2010 predicted a pandemic could be used as an excuse
to establish an authoritarian global government with their 'Lock Step' scenario's
- COVID-19: fake pandemic! Who’s behind it? Global economic, social & geopolitical destabilization
- Was it possible to “Predict” the February Financial Crash? The market was carefully manipulated by
powerful actors using speculative instruments in the market for derivatives, including “short-selling”.
- Media disinformation on the “escalation of the COVID-19 pandemic certainly played a role.
- Was there Foreknowledge of the COVID-19 (nCoV-2019) Pandemic? And of its Likely impacts?
- Corruption and The Role of the WHO & Director General Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus
- GlaxoSmithKline partnering with Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations [CEPI] for
a vaccine program. … CEPI was founded at the World Economic Forum (WEF) in 2017.
- Sept 2019 FED creates Q4 stimulus that is applied in March 2020 for $2.2 trillion
- Oct 18, 2019: Gates Foundation, WEF - nCoV-2019 Pandemic “Simulation Exercise”.
- Dec 31, 2019: China alerted WHO cases of “unusual pneumonia” in Wuhan, Hubei province.
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- Jan7, 2020 Chinese officials announced - identified a new virus, the novel virus that was named
by the WHO 2019-nCoV
- Jan 24, 25, 2020: Meeting at Davos, under the auspices of CEPI which is also a WEF-Gates
partnership, the development of a 2019 nCoV vaccine was announced. (2 weeks after the January 7,
2020 announcement, and barely a week prior to the launching of the WHO’s Worldwide Public
Health emergency).
- Jan 30, 2020 - WHO announces the Covid virus “Public Health Emergency” of International
Concern
- Feb 20 2020 - stock market crash
- March 1,2020- Dr. Tedros,WHO declared Covid19 a Public Health Emergency of International
Concern (PHEIC) into a world pandemic. This gave the green light for the start if implementing
“The Plan”.
- March 6,2020- WEF Covid Strategic Intelligence database 'Road Map' - New world Governance: Public-Private Partnership (PPP) under UN central control system
- March 2020 Q4 stimulus of $2.2 trillion - that was setup in Sept 2019 by the FED 'bail-in' SPV's
- A Worldwide vaccination campaign has been launched to curb the COVID-19 under the auspices of
CEPI in partnership with GlaxoSmithKline
- Globalists wage Biological Warfare to combat Great Awakening
- Special Report: The Coronavirus Pandemic's Wall Street Connection with CCP communist China
- COVID19 threatens to become the most difficult tests faced by humanity in modern history
- The IMF says the global economy is headed for a deep recession in 2020-21
- Oxfam International has warned that half a billion people could be pushed into poverty
- Bill Gates & CNN prep public for end of 2021 "new normal" reset - "Life will only return to
“Normal” at the end of 2021 when there’s a Corona Vaccine"
3. Global ID2020-30 vaccination passport / digital ID
- ID2020 Alliance: is a public-private partnership - a US-registered non-profit based in New York, NY
- Stakeholders: Bill Gates is a founding member. UN agencies, NGOs, governments, and enterprises,
Blockchain companies, financial services to the developing world, vaccine makers, biometrics
companies, refugee agencies, and lawyers - UN’s ICC (International Computing Centre), Microsoft
and the Rockefeller Foundation.
- ID2020: Getting Digital ID “Right” document presenting the “need” for global, digital/biometric ID,
brought to us by Gates, Soros, Rockefeller, the World Bank, ID2020, and McKinsey
- Mastercard’s analysis of the “need” for a Cashless Society, brought to us by McKinsey
- Mastercard’s Executive Vice President, Liz Oakes, is a former Expert Associate Partner at McKinsey.
- Former Managing Director of McKinsey and current Canadian Ambassador to China, Dominic
Barton, and former UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Louise Arbour, were both appointed
to the Board of Directors for Mastercard
- George Soros is partnered with Mastercard
- Soros’ Open Society Foundation, the Canadian Government, the UN HCR, Frank Giustra’s Radcliffe
Foundation & University of Ottawa partnered to form the Global Refugee Sponsorship Initiative
- Trudeau gave Mastercard $50M in December of 2019. Andrew Scheer brought it up to appease
Conservative voters, but never mentioned the reason why Trudeau gave the money. He knew it was
part of the Sustainable Development Agenda and never pressed the issue.
- Mastercard/NuData & Microsoft partnered to find solutions for digital ID & biometrics, including
Rockefeller Foundation & GAVI Vaccine Alliance. ID2020 is partnered with the UN to achieve the
Sustainable Development Agenda.
- Bill Gates - has a ID vaccine Patent #060606 - Mark of the Beast as in Revelations 13:/14
- Argentina Creates Mandatory Vaccination law for Passport, ID, Driver’s License, School & more
- Vaccine Passports and Social Media in UK
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- Big Pharma officially partnering with tech industry to pair “immunization” with digital biometrics,
meaning humans will soon be microchipped, tracked, controlled by a global identification matrix.
- Klaus Schwab, founder/ executive of WEF of UN and co-authored “COVID-19: The Great Reset
- WEF founder: Must prepare for an angrier world...with the Global Lockdowns
- The Who Coronavirus disease (Covid-19) dashboard - of deaths around the world
- Canada commitment to the UN's: The Great Reset - as well as the 2030 objectives of the U.N.
- “This pandemic has provided an opportunity for a reset."This is our chance to accelerate our prepandemic efforts to reimagine economic systems that actually address global challenges like extreme
poverty, inequality & climate change.
- Building back better means getting support to most vulnerable while maintaining our momentum
on reaching the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
- Archbishop Vigano warns Trump about 'Great Reset' plot to 'subdue humanity,' destroy freedom
Behind the several nation world leaders accomplices & executors of this infernal project, and
unscrupulous characters who finance the WEF and Event 201, promoting their agenda.
- WEF - Klaus Schwab: on the Great Reset: fusion of our physical, digital and biological Identity
- Bill Gate's connection to eugenics, Nazis, & white supremacy. His father was “head of Planned
Parenthood,” - founder, Margaret Sanger, called for using birth control and sterilization to eliminate
“human waste” and “create a race of thoroughbreds.”
- In her Birth Control Review she published Ernst Rudin, a friend who was then serving as Hitler’s
Director of Genetic Sterilization for the Nazis. “It is the lower elements of the population, the negroid
aboriginal tribes and the pariahs or outcasts, who are gaining the fastest.”
- Globalists use COVID-19 to usher in UN Agenda 2030 ‘Brave New World’
4. Liberals PMO Leak - Global Covid-19 UN agenda ‘Road Map’ for ‘Post’ Canada and Canadians
- The Road Map for Canada - The aim was set out by the PMO Strategic Planning steering committee
Nov 2020 - Phase in secondary lock down restrictions on a rolling basis, starting with major
metropolitan areas first and expanding outward. Daily new cases of COVID-19 will surge beyond
capacity of testing, including increases in COVID related deaths following the same growth curves.
- Dec-Jan 2021 - Rush acquisition of (or construction of) isolation facilities across every province
Complete & total secondary lock down (much stricter than first & second rolling phase restrictions
- Q1 2021 Reform & expansion of unemployment program to transition into universal basic income
February 2021 - Projected COVID-19 mutation and/or co-infection with secondary virus (referred
to as COVID-21) leading to a third wave with much higher mortality rate & higher rate of infection.
- Q1 – Q2 2021- Daily new cases of COVID-21 hospitalizations & COVID-19 & COVID-21 related
deaths will exceed medical care facilities capacity.
- Q2 2021 - Enhanced lock down restrictions (referred to as Third Lock Down) will be implemented.
Full travel restrictions will be imposed (including inter-province and inter-city)
- Mid Q2 2021 - Transitioning of individuals into the universal basic income program
- Late Q2 2021. - Projected supply chain break downs, inventory shortages, large economic instability
- Q3 2020 - Deployment of military personnel into major metropolitan areas as well as all major
roadways to establish travel checkpoints. Restrict travel & movement.
- In order to offset what was essentially an economic collapse on a international scale, that the federal
government was going to offer Canadians a total debt relief
- How it works: the federal government will offer to eliminate all personal debts (mortgages, loans,
credit cards, etc) which all funding will be provided to Canada by the IMF under what will become
known as the World Debt Reset program
- In exchange for acceptance of this total debt forgiveness the individual would forfeit ownership of
any and all property and assets forever.
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- The individual would also have to agree to partake in the COVID-19 and COVID-21 vaccination
schedule, which would provide the individual with unrestricted travel & unrestricted living even
under a full lock down (through the use of photo identification referred to as Canada’s HealthPass).
- All details of the forfeited property and assets will be handled by World Debt Reset program
- 30% of us who questioned the World Debt Reset program, or HealthPass, or vaccination schedule,
the answer we got was very troubling.
- We were told it was our duty to make sure we came up with a plan to ensure that would happen.
We were told it was in the individuals best interest to participate.
- When several committee members pushed relentlessly to get an answer we were told that those
who refused would first live under the lock down restrictions indefinitely.
- And that over a short period of time as more Canadians transitioned into the debt forgiveness
program, the ones who refused to participate would be deemed a public safety risk and would be
relocated into isolation facilities.
- Once in those facilities they would be given two options, participate in the debt forgiveness program
and be released, or stay indefinitely in the isolation facility under the classification of a serious public
health risk and have all their assets seized.
- "the whole agenda will move forward no matter who agrees with it or not. That it wont just be
Canada but in fact all nations will have similar roadmaps and agendas. That we need to take
advantage of the situations before us to promote change on a grander scale for the betterment
of everyone."
- Ben Fulford Report: confirmation from MI6 covid 'road map' leaked from Canada was genuine.
5. Canada’s Bio-weapons Labs, CCP and Chinese-Canada Dr. Tam
- From BSL P4 lab in Fort Detrick, Maryland to Winnipeg Canada P4 lab to China: Wuhan P4 lab
- Researcher with ties to China was recently escorted out of National Microbiology Lab (NML)
in Winnipeg amid an RCMP investigation
- In 2009, a former Chinese researcher at the lab, Konan Michel Yao, was convicted of trying to
smuggle genetic material from the Ebola across Manitoba-North Dakota border.
- Canadian Scientist Key to Coronavirus (HIV) vaccine Investigation Assassinated in Africa?
- Canadian scientist sent deadly viruses to Wuhan lab months before RCMP asked to investigate
- Dr. Theresa Tam, Queen of the Vaccine working with the World Health Organization (WHO) since
at least 2003
- Trudeau Government working with company linked to Chinese Communist Military on testing
Vaccines on Canadians
- Ottawa has signed deals for millions of doses of vaccines from several groups of developers
- A closer look at the (7) different vaccines Canada is betting on when approved by Health Canada
- Trudeau announces: Senior military commander to lead Canada’s COVID-19 vaccine distribution
- 700 peace officers to enforce covid-19 restrictions in Alberta (Strong city network (UN-SCN)
funded)
- Health Minister Christine Elliott of Ontario, Canada announced vaccination caste system
- People who are vaccinated for coronavirus will receive a special card — a vaccination passport
- “It will be really important for people to have for travel purposes, perhaps for work purposes, for
going to theaters or cinemas or any other places where people will be in closer physical contact when
we get through the worst of the pandemic, so, yes, that will be essential for people to have that.”
- Why has Canada been forced into lockdown? Trudeau says will continue for another 18 months
until a vaccine is available
- The isolation and quarantine of healthy asymptomatic people, instead of those who are ill,
symptomatic or have been exposed, is without precedent in public health history. It has turned
epidemiological principles upside down. There is no scientific or historical basis for the lockdown
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- It’s primary basis is the Gates/WHO agenda - pushing for extended lockdown to prevent the timely
acquisition of broad ‘herd immunity’ so that the new coronavirus vaccine can be forced on everyone.
- Why is the Trudeau government ignoring advice of Canada’s own experienced doctors & scientists
- Corona Planned-emic; lobbying; deleted resources; CL Listings; Dr. Tam, Canada’s “Hoaxer Zero”
- Should We Trust Theresa Tam? The Farce and Diabolical Agenda of A "Universal Lockdown"
- Trudeau wants to test COVID vaccine developed by Chinese army on Canadians ASAP
- Unacceptable and unforgivable: Ontario nursing homes not learning lessons from 1st wave
6. Zionist West CIA CCP funded released Sars-Corona Virus-2 through their CCP P4 Bio-lab
- Dr. Fauci funded & continues to fund coronavirus “gain-of-function” research projects which turn
benign animal viruses into human pathogens capable of causing pandemics
- Dr. Fauci backed controversial Wuhan Lab with US dollars for risky Coronavirus research
- Dr. Fauci Predicted a Pandemic Under Trump in 2017. 'There will be a challenge to the coming
administration in the arena of infectious diseases.’
- Deadly Germ Research is shut down at Army lab ver safety concerns at the military’s leading
biodefense center involving dangerous microbes like the Ebola virus
- US health experts hosted fictional coronavirus pandemic 'tabletop exercise' simulation to see how
authorities would react - three months BEFORE the outbreak in China.
- Khazarian mob using virus fear porn in desperate attempt to keep control over its 200-plus “nation states” - in an attempt
to extort money from China for the U.S. Corporation
- Engineered “novel coronavirus” okay for Europeans - according to P3 Freemason sources
- Nazi neocons - G.W. Bush Jr. said in their Project for the New American Century manifesto that
ethnic-specific bio-weapons would be a “useful political tool.”
- Huge anti-China campaign mounted after secret talks fail between Eastern and Western secret societies
- The attack on China is using a combination of bio-weapons, propaganda and economic warfare
according to multiple sources. This campaign is being conducted in tandem with an effort to create
mass starvation in India and Africa.
- This is the response of the U.S. Corporate [Rothschild Corporation] government after it failed to find
financing for a January 31st 2020 international payments deadline
- US Corporation fails to meet payments date and threatens to poison world’s water supply
- As a result of the bankruptcy of the U.S. Corporation, “MOSSAD
IDOD has taken over as the de facto intelligence operative of the U.S.,” MI6 sources say
- The Rothschild Banking Dynasty-Federal Reserve has called in the loans and simply seized the entire
country as collateral
- Israel commits suicide by declaring war on China as the Khazarian mafia uses bioweapons to try and start a war
between the United States and China
- P3 Freemason sources say Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is leading the latest attempt to
start World War III and kill off 90% of humanity
- Trump informed the Chinese that the U.S. had arrested three individuals in connection with the
bioweapon attack on China, including 60-year old Dr. Charles Lieber, Harvard University Chairman
of the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology
- Insider trading double-play like 9/11, also done by the Zionists (MEGA Group) who benefited in
the City of London, Wall Street, and Hong Kong and Tokyo stock exchanges
- This pandemic is being staged to provide cover for the cut off of credit (and thus deficit-financed
imports) that the U.S. is experiencing right now
- Globalist Wage Biological Warfare to Combat Great Awakening - Bill Gates “prediction”, 33 million
dead within 6 months due to a Coronavirus outbreak emanating from a Chinese market
- World Bank sold “Pandemic Bonds” at least $330m US - some outlets suggesting as much as $425m
- The Chinese were all given mandatory vaccines last fall. The vaccine contained replicating,
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DIGITIZED (controllable) RNA which were activated by 60Ghz mm 5G waves activating “smart dust”
- Bioweapons Expert delivers urgent message to Trump on Coronavirus Outbreak
- WHO is Uninformed and Uneducated About China and its Virus.
- Fake Pandemic? Who’s behind it? Global economic, Social & geopolitical destabilization
- Top Russia Intelligence Report: Kvachkov - Same behind-the-scenes world powers created the events
of September 11, 2001 needed another excuse for greater control and takeover of humanity
- The Coronavirus and the financial crisis that has emerged almost immediately - they're inextricably
tied to one another
- The first goal of the behind-the-scenes Zionist and financial liberal world powers is to reduce the
population numbers on Earth. That's their satanic goal.
- The second political goal is to is to seize power with the aim of limiting the political rights that people
are basically accustomed to having
- Third goal is related to finances and power over the economy - goal is the financial deflation of that
gigantic financial bubble. The Federal Reserve System, literally in February 2020, introduced a zero
percent interest on deposits. Now, in many countries, it's even a negative interest rate - you deposit
100 dollars & you get 90 or 95 dollars. But a least you're still going to get it.
- It is perfectly obvious that, the Chinese scientist have figured this out the RNA molecule, not DNA they have RNA - and there's a part of the genome that's clearly been carved out and another one
inserted in its place- and this happens 3 or 4 times. it was artificially created and purposefully
spread - initially in Wuhan. They had two kinds, two viral strains
- You have pro Chinese (patriotic) faction, which is associated with X1 Jinping , then you have Chinese
gangs with (pro-American ex-Komsomol (Zionist)) members that are money-oriented. Their focus on
the Money & tried to use the Coronavirus in Wuhan to gain certain economic & political benefits
- Chinese biological lab in Wuhan, Wuhan National Biosafety Lab, is owned by GlaxoSmithKline
- Glaxo merged with controlling stakes (68%) in Pfizer, which developing a C0VID-19 vaccine
- Pfizer finance funds are managed by Black Rock who manages both Pfizer (8%) & AstraZeneca (6.8%),
with a C0VID-19 vaccine.
- The CEO of Black Rock, coincidentally, has a strong commitment to re-shaping the future of finance
in light of coming climate risk and policy, and has "joined with France, Germany, and global
foundations to establish the Climate Finance Partnership".
- BlackRock, has a partnership with Thomson Reuters – multi-national media conglomerate - has
created within its editorial department to "Fact Check" information on social media.
- Black Rock also manages the finances- Funds of Open Foundation Society of George Soros, who
manages the interests of the German branch of Swiss founded company Winterthur Group.
- Coincidentally, Winterthur bought & merged with French multi national insurance firm Axa in 2006.
7. CCP China P4 Wuhan Lab - Who Funded and for What Reason
- China's rolls out UN Global World Revolution: Western elites end game Communist Manifesto
- China's paper tiger unpegged RMB economy uses Hong Kong Dollar pegged to the US dollar for trade
- Western elite Globalist NAFTA deal gave US's money, wealth & IP secrets to the CCP Government.
- Who's behind Funding Wuhan Lab: France China Foundation, HNA, WHO, CCP & W. Qishan gang
- On June 28, 2004, Chen Zhu, then the vice president of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, clearly
instructed the WIV, “based on the principles of friendly cooperation between China and France
- On the Pili tablet under the P4 lab, “When you approached the door, you will be entered the Pandora’s
box, once the box opens, no one can control it!”
- France China Relationship and the P4 WUHAN LAB – PART OF PANDORA’S BOX with big
western & CCP elite partners:
- Founder & Designer of Pandora’s box: Jiang Zemin, CEO of Pandora’s box: Jiang Mianheng, First
footman of Pandora’s box: Hu Jintao, Second footman of Pandora’s box: Xi Jinping, Backstage
manipulator of Pandora’s box: Wang Qishan
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- Elite on the board since 2004: Jacques Chirac (Former French President), Bernard Kouchner,
co-founded French doctors-without-border, the Minister of Foreign and European Affairs,
Nicolas Sarkozy (Former French President), Xi Jinping (President of the People’s Republic of China,
and Chairman of the Central Military Commission
- Members from the westerners & CCP members & investors - Hua Bin, Alibaba:
Jack Ma,, Tencent: Ma Huateng, Baidu: Zhang Yaqin, NetEase: Ding Lei, Sina Corp: Wang Yan,
Celebrity: Hong Huang -Zhang HanZi’s Daughter, Architect: Wang Shu, SOHO China: Zhang Xin,
China Everbright: Chen Shuang, L’Oreal: Jean-Paul Angon...etc
- Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has been infiltrating the WHO to plan for an epidemic like Covid19,
because world governments take preventative measures based on the WHO’s assessment
- WHO: Tedros Adhanom handpicked by CCP & W. Qishan gave him Chinese name “Tan Saide”
- CCP also sent a female spy from Hong Kong to take a prominent position in the WHO.
- Ongoing betrayal by American elites in favor of China: CCP has infiltrated deeply into the
democratic world turning Western elites into advocators for the CCP
- CCP is spreading the virus around the world: Military sources involved in the meeting said that
quasi-chemical weapons might be used in Hong Kong. Hong Kong imposed martial law without an
official announcement. Because Wang Qishan said, “Hong Kong’s economy can’t stand it, the country’s
economy can’t stand it,” he said. “the political cost is too high.”
- Feb 2020: The battle between Wang Qishan and Xi Jinping has started. Xi realized that he was
fooled by Wang, Jiang, Meng, Zeng, Zhu.
- However, this is a part of Nanputuo Plan; the real power stays within these families. Xi can’t even
hold the Two Session meeting - it was cancellation this year
- The Chinese Communist Party encourages research on biochemical weapons to use against the US. However, it was used on the Hong Kong protest movement. But it lost control, and now it went back to
China, to Wuhan Hubei. It has spread to Beijing, and it will continue to spread to entire Chinaand the
world.
- Wang Qishan, Jiang’s family, and Yang Jiechi suggest Xi Jinping spread this virus to the world, so the
West will not have the energy to against us. If the rest world is infected with this disease, they’ll help
us to solve this chaos. Our economic problems are also their economic problems

Other 3 Documents – content title indexs for: P3, P4, P5
P3. UN WEF IMF Cov-ID Great Reset Debt Control Economy
1. Agenda 2021 aka Covid-19: The Great Reset aka World Debt Reset Program
2. Bio-vaccine Virus Starts UN Covid-19: The Great Reset (PPP) agenda
P4. FED Treasury (IMF) Blackrock - Canada out of Control
1. The FED Nationalized into US Treasury, new SPV's and new Blackrock "Trustees"
2. Banning cash so you pay the bank to hold your money is what the IMF wants
3. Canada Governments Out of Control made corrupt Deals with UN Soros types and the CCP Chinese
P5. Voting Machines to Elect Global Governments
1. A Canada Registered Voting Company - controlling US Elections
2. Canada Elections History and Dominion Voting Systems Footprint
3. Trudeau Liberals PMO (Leak) Road Map for Covid-19: The Great Reset
4. UN-Strong City Networks Rolling Out All Over the World
5. Public-Private Partners in 'Lock Step' with Covid 'Lock Down' Agenda
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